Index

aboriginal peoples see indigenous peoples; first nations; Native Americans
academic essay see essay analytical
accent, Anglo-Indian 223–4
Black American 224
Cockney 222, 244
Cuban-American 223
Italian-American 223
regional and class 240, 244
working-class British 223–4, 244
Achebe, Chinua 49, 88
Things Fall Apart 154–5, 313
Acker, Kathy 283
actants 269
Actor’s Studio 146
Adams, Richard: Watership Down 160
Aeschylus 127, 128
Oresteia 137
affective fallacy 257
affective response 44–5
African Americans 309
Ahmed Sara 294
Albee, Edward: Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 142
alexandrine 195–6
allegory 159
alliteration 196–7, 258, 277
see also schemes
alliterative verse see schemes alliteration
allusion 160
Althusser, Louis 297–8
Amadis of Gaul 157
ambiguity 180, 201–5, 257
ambivalence 202
American Sign Language see sign language
anachronies 159, 172
analysis see literary analysis
analytical level of reading for contexts 53–6
anapest 193
anaphora see schemes
annotating 41–2
antagonist 140, 161
antithesis see schemes
APA style 82
Apocalypse Now 53, 274
aporia 271, 276
appreciation see affective response
Apuleius 156
argument 48–50
discovering 87, 99
evidence in 100–1
organization 95–100, 110
subject matter (logos) see rhetoric
parts of
argument and theme (expository),
reading for 48–50
Aristophanes 127, 128, 139
The Clouds 139
Lysistrata 139
Aristotle 274
on rhetoric 228
Poetics 34, 119, 123, 125, 127, 137
formal structure 133–5
modes of imitation 248
organic unity 257
publication history 127
tragedy, epic, lyric 247
unities in 142
Arnold, Matthew 7–8, 240
Ascham, Roger: The Scholemaster 9
Ashcroft, Bill 310
aside, theatrical 130, 143
assignment, instructions 89–91
kinds 85–8
associations and implications
(comparative), reading for
50–3
assonance 196, 255, 258
see also schemes
Atwood, Margaret: The Handmaid’s Tale: 82, 89
Auden, W. H. 282
“In Memory of W. B. Yeats” 250
Austen, Jane 157
Persuasion 37
Pride and Prejudice 163, 166
Sense and Sensibility 34, 235
author function 271–2
axiom 93–4

Baker, Houston 310
Bakhtin, Mikhail 272–3
The Dialogic Imagination 157, 161, 164–7

Problems in Dostoevsky’s
Poetics 165
Baldwin, James: Go Tell It on the Mountain 224
Balibar, Étienne 297
ballad stanza 207–8
Balsamo, Anne 290
Balzac, Honoré de 272
“Barbara Allen” 207
Barker, Pat: Regeneration 273
Barnard, Marjorie 106
Barrie, J. M.: Peter Pan 53, 62–5
Barth, John
Giles Goat–Boy 272
“Lost in the Funhouse” 283
Barthelme, Donald 283
Barthes, Roland 156, 165, 167, 266, 267, 271, 282
base scansion see scansion
Beardsley, Monroe 257
Beaumont, Francis: Philaster 126
Beckett, Samuel 144
Krapp’s Last Tape 144
Waiting for Godot 34, 125, 145, 150, 282
Behn, Aphra: Oroonoko 156, 291
Beowulf 226, 256
Bernstein, Leonard: West Side Story 2 36
Bhabha, Homi K. 311–13
Bible, Books of
Genesis 1:1 275
Eccles 9:11 238
Titus 1:12 235
Bible, Gospels
Luke 2:1 36
John 1:1–3 275
bibliographies 64
binary opposites 266, 270, 275–6, 291
binary oppositions and patriarchy 291–2
Black studies 310
Black writing 310
Blake, William
  America: A Prophecy 55
  The French Revolution 55
  The Gates of Paradise 52, fig. 2.2
  “London” 42–4, 46–9, 54–5, 184, fig. 2.1
  The Songs of Innocence and of Experience 48–9, 51–2, 55 fig. 2.1
plain verse 205–7
blogs 70
Blumenbach, Friedrich: The Natural Varieties of Mankind 307–8
Boccaccio, Giovanni 157
  Decameron 167
body, writing the 290
Boileau, Nicolas 229
book reviews 86
Book of Common Prayer 238
Boolean logic 61, 63
Booth, John Wilkes 117–19
Booth, Wayne: The Rhetoric of Fiction 160
Borges, Jorge Luis 283
Boswell, James: Life of Samuel Johnson 230–1
Bouicault, Dion 131
Brayton, Jennifer 290
Brecht, Berthold
  Mother Courage 131
  The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny 131
breve 192
bricolage 283
bridges see paragraphs
Bridges, Robert
  The Growth of Love 210
  The Testament of Beauty 196
British Empire see imperialism
British Library 59
British Sign Language see sign language
Brontë, Charlotte 271
Brontë, Charlotte: Jane Eyre 161, 301, 310, 313
Brontë, Emily 271
  Brontë, Emily: Wuthering Heights 158, 161
Brooks, Cleanth 123
Broumas, Olga 51
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett 291
  Sonnets from the Portuguese 209
  “Sonnet 43” 238
Browning, Robert 115
  Fifine at the Fair 141, 196
  “My Last Duchess” 180–6, 188–90
  “Pippa Passes” 225–6
Buckley, Michael: The Sisters Grimm 51
Bunyan, John: Pilgrim’s Progress 159
Burke, Edmund: Reflections on the Revolution in France 55
Butler, Judith 290, 294
cadenced scansion see scansion
caeu 196, 206
canon 10–12, 125–6, 178–9, 181, 260, 300, 310
  feminist 288–9, 290–1
  male 288–9, 293
Carby, Hazel 310
Carroll, Lewis: Alice in Wonderland 160, 163, 211
catharsis 134, 138
Catullus 249
Centilevre, Susanna 126
Cervantes, Miguel de: Don Quixote 156
Chada, Gurinder: Bend it Like Beckham 223–4
Chaplin, Charlie 141
  City Lights 140, 301
  Modern Times 301
character (ethos) see rhetoric, parts of character types 140–2
  in prose fiction 161–2
see also drama characterization
Chatman, Seymour 167
Chaucer, Geoffrey 200
Chaucer, Geoffrey: The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale 57
Chesterfield, Lord 228–33
Chicago, Judy 289
Childs, Peter 310–11
Chopin, Kate 291
The Awakening 161, 163, 288
chorus in Greek tragedy 126, 133
in Shakespeare 123–4
Christie, Agatha: The Mousetrap 131
Churchill, Caryl 57, 125
Churchill, Winston 238
Cicero
parts of an oration 230
on rhetoric 228
circumlocution see tropes
Cixous Hélène 289
class 157, 294–303
definition 294–5
occupation and 302
reading strategies 301–3
struggle 295–6
classics 7, 10,
codes 266, 271
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor 227, 147
Biographia Literaria 257
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner 207
colonialism, definition 305
colonization 304–6
comedy 137–40
characteristics of 139–40
plots of 139–40
see also stock characters; commedia dell’arte; Tractatus Coislinianus
commedia dell’arte 141, 146, 161
Commonwealth studies 310
communication models 224–6
comparative level of reading 50–3
computer, organizing notes on 96–7
writing on 95–7
conceit see tropes
concluding paragraph 105–7, 110
concrete poetry 211–12
confidante 161
Congreve, William 130
The Way of the World 141
connotation 181, 257
Conrad, Joseph: Heart of Darkness 42,
44, 46–8, 49, 52–3, 55, 256,
274, 304, 310
consonance 197
content level of reading (literal) 43–5
content of text 35 see also form of text
text context, analytical reading for 53–6
Coppola, Francis Ford 53
Apocalypse Now 274
copyright page 30, 36, 64
Corneille, Pierre 142
Corpus Christi plays see mystery plays
Crafts, Hannah: The Bondwoman’s Narrative 291
Crane, Stephen
Maggie: A Girl of the Streets 302
The Red Badge of Courage 36
creative writing assignment 87
Cullaton, Beatrice: In Search of April Rain tree 310
cultural materialism 295, 298–9
Cummings, E. E. 210
cyberfeminism 290
dactyl 193
Dante Alighieri 209, 249
data reports 86
database see intranet
de Beauvoir, Simone 288
de Man, Paul 178
death of the author 272
decolonization 305
decomposition 179, 274–9
decorum 126
deduction 92–5
defamiliarization 255, 272, 300
defining terms 100
Defoe, Daniel: Robinson Crusoe 156,
275, 310
deictics 174, 187
Delaney, Shelagh 126
denotation 181, 257
Derrida, Jacques 252, 270, 274–9
deus ex machina 128
Dewey decimal classification 59–65
diachrony 221, 249, 261–3
dialect 240 see also accent
dialogism 161, 165, 273
diaspora 311–12
Dickens, Charles 14, 271
  Bleak House 163–4
  Dombey and Son 160
  Great Expectations 171
  Hard Times 302–3
  Little Dorrit 162
  The Old Curiosity Shop 162, 164
  Oliver Twist 241–3
  Pickwick Papers 222
  A Tale of Two Cities 35–6, 161
Dickinson, Emily
  “I never lost as much but twice” 258–9
  “Keeping the Sabbath” 238
diction 187, 200–1
diegesis 161–2, 167, 248
différance 271, 274–9, 289
Dionysus 126
discourse 180, 268, 272–4
  (poststructuralist) definition 272–3
discovery of arguments 87, 99
dissemination 276
Documentation style 80–3
Dollimore, Jonathan 294, 297, 299
Donne, John 200
  “The Canonization” 202–4
  Elegies 34
  “The Flea” 201
  Holy Sonnets 209
  “The Sun's Rising” 235
Dostoevsky, Fyodor 272
  Crime and Punishment 173
Douglas, Frederick: Narrative of the Life 238
drama 117–53
  act and scene divisions 144–5
  action and structure 133–40
  characterization 140–2, 145–6
  definition 122–6
  departments 120
  kinds of 133–4
  position of women in 137
  strategies for reading 142–52
  speech and gesture 142–3
  dramatic unities 140–2
Dryden, John 195
  “Absalom and Achitophel” 238
  “Annum Mirabilis” 208
  Essay of Dramatic Poesie 9
Du Bellay, Joachim: L'Olive 209
e-resources 72–5
evaluation 75–8
e-texts 41–2
Eagleton, Terry 297
  The English Novel: An Introduction 157
East Enders 222
Ebonics 224
écriture 271–2
écriture féminine 289–90
Eichenbaum, Boris 256
ekphrasis see figures of thought
elaboration see markers
Eldershaw, Flora 106
elegy 176
Eliot, George 271–2
  Middlemarch 158
Eliot, T. S. 7, 10, 282
  Four Quartets 207
  free verse in 210
  “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” 150, 235
  The Waste Land 38, 207, 256
Elizabeth I 253
Elizabethan stage 129–30
emotional appeal (pathos) see rhetoric
  parts of
  emphasis see markers
English 5–21
controversy 5–6
definitions of 5–6
discipline 6–8
national culture 5
standard written see standard written English
uses of see literature, uses of Englishes 5–6
enjambment 196, 206
enthymeme 232
epic conventions 249
epic simile see tropes
epic theater 131
epistrophe see schemes
essay 85–101
analytical 87–8
expository 88
informal 87
kinds 88–9
organization 97–100
persuasive 88
problem 89
research 89
essentializing 14, 261, 260, 274, 290
Esslin, Martin 122–3
ethnic difference 303–14
ethnic studies 309–10
ethnicity 303–14
definition and problems 307–8
reading strategies 312–14
etymology 257
euphemism see tropes
Euripides 127, 128
Hecuba 134
evaluation, resources for 75–8
evidence in arguments see argument explication
explication 21, 48
exposition 48
expository level of reading 48–50

fabula (story) 167
fairy tales 43–54
fallacies 95
farce, bedroom 131

Faulkner, William 161
female, definition 297
feminine, definition of 287
feminism, definition of 287
feminist critique 288–9
feminist, definition 287
feminist literary studies 288–93
feminist reading strategies 291–3, 299
feminist studies 54
feminist theater see theater feminist
Fetterley, Judith: The Resisting Reader 289
fiction, defined 155
Fielding, Henry 88
Shamela 160
Tom Jones 171
The Tragedy of Tragedies (Tom Thumb the Great) 139
Fields, W. C. 139
figures of speech 188, 233–9 see also schemes; tropes
figures of thought, ekphrasis 189
Finch, Anne: “A Letter to Dafnis” 238
first nations 303–4
Fitzgerald, F. Scott: The Great Gatsby 161, 301–2
flashback (analepsis) 172
flashforward (prolepsis) 172
Flaubert, Gustave: Madame Bovary 158
focalization 158–9, 171–4, 243
foot 192–3
kinds and names of 193
numbers of in line 195–6
form of text 35 see also content of text
form, reading for (formal) 45–8
formalism 253–60
New Criticism see New Criticism
Russian see Russian formalism
Forster, E. M.
Aspects of the Novel 160
A Passage to India 310
Foucault, Michel 267, 271
The History of Sexuality 294
Fowles, John: *French Lieutenant's Woman* 155–6
frames see reading frames
free verse 210–12
Freud, Sigmund 282
Freytag’s triangle 135, 137–8
Friel, Brian: *Translations* 313
Frost, Robert and free verse 210
Fugard, Athol: *Sizwe Banzi is Dead* 312

Gaps 274
Garner, James Finn 51
Gaskell, Elizabeth 271
*North and South* 297
Gates, Henry Louis Jr. 291, 310
gay and lesbian studies 293–4
gender, definition 286
gender studies 54, 285–94
Genette, Gérard 167–74
*Narrative Discourse* 269
genre 52–3
ballad 207–8
blank verse 205–7
burlesque 247
characteristics of 251
comedy 147
definition 246–7
diachronic study of 249, 251
elegy 205, 208, 248, 250, 259, 279
epic 176, 198, 205, 247
epistolary novel 248
fabliau 248
feminism and 292
gothic novel 250
heroic verse 188, 195, 205–8
horror film
literary conventions and 249–50
literary history and 247–8
literary periods and 247–8
love poetry
lyric 247
markers and codes in 252–3
melodrama 248
mock epic 205
models of 248
ode 248
pastoral elegy 176, 205, 248–50
quatrains 207–8
satire 247
social construction of 251–3
sonnet 176, 208–10, 247, 249–50, 253
sonnet sequences 253
synchronic study of 249, 252
theory 246–53
theory contemporary 251–3
tragedy 247
Gilbert and Sullivan 130
*H.M.S. Pinafore* 140
*Patience* 199
*The Mikado* 139
Gilbert, Sandra 289
Gissing, George 158
Goldsmith, Oliver 130
Google 57–8, 71–2
book search 71
Google Scholar 71
Gramsci, Antonio 296
grammar 221
grand narrative 282
Grass, Günter: *The Tin Drum* 171
Gray, Thomas
“Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard” 193, 208, 259, 279
“The Progress of Poesy” 189
Greek dramatic structure 138
Greenberg, Stan 51
Greenblatt, Stephen 200
Greer, Germaine 288
Greimas, A. J. 167
*Structural Semantics* 268–70
Griffiths, Gareth 310
Grimm, Jakob and Wilhelm 45, 50–1
Gubar, Susan 289
Gutenberg see online books
Guthrie, Tyrone 132
gynocriticism 289

Hall, Stuart 311
Haraway, Donna 290
Hardy, Thomas 58, 60, 157–8
\textit{Jude the Obscure} 161
\textit{The Mayor of Casterbridge} 60
\textit{Tess of the D’Urbervilles} 89–91, 205
Harper, Stephen 303
Harvard style 80–3
Hawthorne, Nathaniel: \textit{The Scarlet Letter} 108–9
Hegel, G. W. F. 274
hegemony 296–7
Heilman, Robert 123
Heller, Joseph: \textit{Catch-22} 139, 160, 235
Hellman, Lillian 125
Hemingway, Ernest: \textit{The Old Man and the Sea} 163
heptameter 196
Herbert, George
\textquote{The Altar} 211
\textquote{Easter Wings} 211
Herbert, Lord, of Cherbury: \textquote{Ode Upon a Question Moved} 208
heroic couplets 195
heteroglossia 165, 202, 273
hexameter 189, 195–6, 200
Highway, Tomson 310
history, feminist view of 291
in new historicism 299–300
Marxist view of 295–6
Hochhuth, Rolf: \textit{The Deputy} 132
Holderness, Graham 297
Hollander, John: \textit{Types of Shape} 211
Homer: \textit{Iliad} 249
Homer: \textit{Odyssey} 249
hooks, bell 290
Hopkins, Gerard Manley 193
\textquote{Pied Beauty} 209
Horace
\textit{Ars Poetica} 9
unities 142

horizon of expectation see reader expectations
Hornsby, B. R.: \textquote{The Way It Is} 186
Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim 126
Hurston, Zora Neale: \textit{Their Eyes Were Watching God} 224
hybridity 311–12
hyperbole see tropes
hypothesis 102

\textit{I Love Lucy} 222
iamb 193
iambic pentameter see iamb; pentameter
Ibsen, Heinrich 131
ideology, Althusser’s definition 298
imagery 188
imitation see mimesis
imperialism 61–5, 304–5
implied reader 172
see also reader expectations
indigenous peoples 303, 309
induction 92–5
inference 93
intentional fallacy 257
Internet 3, 41, 57–83
interpellation 298
interpretation 21
intertextuality 179, 272–4, 292–3
intranet 57, 72–5
introductory paragraph 105–7, 110
Inuit 303–4
inversion in poetry see scansion
invisible web 58, 72
Irigaray, Luce 289
irony 204–5, 257–8
ISA (ideological state apparatus) 298, 301

Jacobean stage 129–30
Jacobs, Harriet: \textit{Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl} 291
Jakobson, Roman 224–6, 254, 267
James, Henry 158, 302
  “The Art of Fiction” 160, 171
  Portrait of a Lady 172, 173
  The Turn of the Screw 161, 254
Jameson, Fredric 297
Jauss, Hans Robert 250
Johnson, Samuel
  Dictionary 228–33
  “Letter to Lord Chesterfield” 228–33, 243
  “London” 184
  “The Vanity of Human Wishes” 184, 238
  The Plan of an English Dictionary 228
  Preface to Shakespeare 9
Jones, Inigo 130
Jonson, Ben
  “An Elegie” 208
  Every Man in His Humour 141
jouissance 272
  see also plaisir
Journals of Lewis and Clarke 52
Joyce, James 282
  Finnegans Wake 272
  A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 248
  Ulysses 125, 160
Juvenal 184

Kant, Immanuel 274
Keats, John 31, 189, 200, 250
Kennedy, John F. 238
key concepts, reading for 38–9
King, Martin Luther 224
King, Thomas: Green Grass, Running Water 310
Kipling, Rudyard 286
Kipling, Rudyard: “Gunga Din” 224
Kristeva, Julia 274, 289
Kuhn, Thomas E. 61
Kyd, Thomas: The Spanish Tragedy 144, 149

Lacan, Jacques 293
language and literary studies 219–45
  communication model 224–6
  langue and parole in 263–4
  levels 241–4
  poetry 212
  regional use of 222–4
  semiotic theory of 261
  study diachronic 221
  study history 221
  study synchronic 221
langue 263–4
Lauretis, Teresa de 294
Lawrence, D. H.: Lady Chatterley’s Lover 160
Leavis, F. R. 8
Lerner, Alan and Frederick Jay Loewe: My Fair Lady 221–3
Lerner, Gerda 289
leisure studies see gay and lesbian studies
Levi-Strauss, Claude 267
  Structural Anthropology 167
lexical set see stylistics
lexis 221
library catalogue author search 60
  call number search 61
  catalogue keyword search 60–1, 63
  catalogue search 59–65
  catalogue subject search 60, 62
  catalogue title search 60
library classification systems 58–65
  classification systems, Dewey decimal 59–65
  classification systems, Library of Congress 59–65
library resources electronic 68–75
  resources printed 65–8
Library of Congress subject headings 59–60
library research 57–84
Lillo, George: The London Merchant 137
Lincoln, Abraham 117–19, 250
Index 335

line length names of 195–6
linguistics 219–27
    comparative 221
definition 219–20
descriptive 220–1
historical 221
history of 221
levels of language 241
literary study and 221–27
theoretical and applied 220–1

lisible see readerly text

literary analysis 16, 20–1
literary criticism 16, 20–1
literary history 12–16
    as background 13
    as context 14–15
    as reflection 14
literary periods 15–19
literary scholarship see Scholarship
literature and controversy 6–8
    and history 6–8, 12–16,
    as subject of study 6–8
    uses of 8–10
Little Red Riding Hood 42–3, 45, 48–51, 54
logic 91–5
logeocentrism 271, 274–5
Longus 156
Luhrmann, Baz: Romeo and Juliet 236

Macaulay, T. B.: “Minute on Indian Education” 306

MacDonald, Anne-Marie: Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) 205

Macherey, Pierre 297
male definition 297
Malory, Thomas 157
Mangan, J. A. 63
Mani, Lata 313
marginality 311–12
markers and elaboration 39
    for emphasis 38
by repetition 38
    in text 36–9
    transitions with 38–9

Marlowe, Christopher 206
    Doctor Faustus 144, 235
Marvell, Andrew: “To His Coy Mistress” 235
Marx Brothers: Duck Soup 140
Marx, Karl 293, 295, 297
Marxism 295–8
Marxist reading strategies see class reading strategies
Marxist studies 54
Mary Poppins 222
masculine, definition 287
Mayer, Bernadette “Experiments” 212

McKeon, Michael 157
meaning dispersal of see dissemination
medieval stage 128–9
melodrama 130–1
men’s studies 285, 287–8
Menander 128, 139
Meredith, George: Modern Love 209
meta-genres 248–9
metafiction, defined 155–6
metaphor 160
metaphor see tropes
meter, metrics 186, 191–3
Métis 303–4
metonymy 160
see also tropes

Millay, Edna St. Vincent: “God’s World” 238
Miller, Arthur 57
    The Crucible 254
Death of a Salesman 137, 146, 259–60
Millett, Kate 288
Milton, John 10, 200
    Comus 57
Lycidas 205, 250
Paradise Lost 31, 38, 176, 240, 247
Samson Agonistes 137
mime 144
mimesis (imitation, representation) 123, 133, 135, 139, 162, 167, 179, 248
MLA Bibliography 64–5
MLA style 80–3
modern stage 131–3
modernism 7, 282
Moi, Toril 289
Momaday, M. Scott: House Made of Dreams 310
monophonic novels 164–7
Montrose, Louis 15
Morley, Thomas: The Triumphs of Oriana 253
morphology 221
Morris, William: “Welland River” 208
Morrison, Toni: Beloved 53, 224
Mozart, W. A.: Don Giovanni 141
multiculturalism, definition 307
mystery plays 128, 146
Naipaul, V. S. 309
narratee 172
narrating (narration) 167, 170–1
narrative, defined 155
plots, spheres of action in 269
narrative discourse (discours, récit, syuzhet) 155, 167–74
narratology 167–74
narrative structure 162–3
narrative duration 173
frequency and repetition in 173
summary 173–4
temporal order in 172–4
Native American writing 309–310
naturalism 158
neo-colonialism, definition 306
new comedy 128, 139, 141
new historicism 15, 295, 299–301
theories 299–300
new criticism 253, 256–60, 269, 283
founders 257
theories 257–60
Newton, Huey 186
Ngugi wa Thiong’o 88
Petals of Blood 36
nineteenth century stage 130–1
novel, defined 155
feminist origins of 291
history of 156–8
see also prose fiction
novella, defined 155
O’Brien, Flann: At Swim Two-Birds 272
octometer 196
old comedy 128, 139, 141
Oliver! 222
Olivier, Lawrence 123
Ondaatje, Michael: The English Patient 273
online books 71
opening paragraph see introductory paragraph
oral presentations 85–6
oration, parts of 230
organic unity 257–8, 260
Orwell, George: Animal Farm 159
outlining 28, 33
overview see reading for overview
Oxford, Bodleian Library 59
oxymoron see schemes
Paine, Thomas: The Rights of Man 55
paradox 202, 257
paragraphs 102–7
parallelism see schemes
paraphrase 44, 109
parody 160
parole 263–4
see also langue
pastoral elegy 176, 205
Patchen, Kenneth: The Journal of Albion Moonlight 160, 272
Pater, Walter 36
pathetic fallacy 277
patriarchy 287, 289, 291–2
Peirce, C. S. 261
pentameter 181, 188, 189, 190, 195, 205–8
performance assignment 87
performance studies 120
Periodization see literary periods
Perrault, Charles 49–50, 54
personal essay 87
personification see tropes
Peter Pan see Barrie, J. M.
Petronius 156
philology 219, 221, 263
phonocentrism 274
phonology 221–4, 226–7
phrygic foot 193
Piercy, Marge 289
Pinter, Harold
The Dumb Waiter 123, 144
The Homecoming 139, 140, 144
plagiarism 78–81
plaisir 272
see also jouissance
Plato 274
Plautus 139
Miles Gloriosus 140
plot 43
plot (syuzhet) 256
plot, types of 163
spheres of action in 269
see also story (fabula); comedy types of
Poe, E. A.: “The Raven” 199
poetic discourse 180
poetry 175–213
canonical 178–9
character in 184
definition 176–80
elements 175–80
genres of 182
setting in 184–5
sound 196–7
themes and structures of 182
tone 182–3
point-of-view 171
see also focalization
politics of reading 285–314
polyphonic novels 164–7
polysemy 165
Pope, Alexander 195
The Rape of the Lock 238, 249
postcolonial theory 290, 299, 303–14
postcolonialism, definition 306
postmodern novel 166
postmodernism 151–2, 282–3
poststructuralism 270–83
and meanings 270–1
definition 270
theories 270–1
PowerPoint 68, 70, 86
practical criticism 256
précis 109
prefixes 30
premise major and minor 93
presence 271–3
prewriting 96
Price, Lucy Terry 291
primary text 29, 58
see also secondary text
profanation 160
pronunciation
African American Vernacular English 224
received 224
see also accent
Propp, Vladimir 268–9
Morphology of the Folk Tale 167
prose fiction 154–74
character in 160–1
conflict in 163–4
definitions 155–6
formal divisions 158
history of 156–8
plot and action 162–3
setting in 159–61
space in 161–2
themes in 159
theorists and the order of events in 168
Index

prosody 186–7, 190–3
protagonist 98, 125–6, 134, 138, 140–1, 150, 161, 166
pun see schemes
Punch and Judy 141
Puritans 130
Pynchon, Thomas 283

quatrain 207–8
queer theory 286, 293–4
Quintilian: Institutes 6
  on figures of speech 234
  on rhetoric 228
quotations 81–3, 107–9

Rabelais, François: Gargantua and Pantagruel 157
race definition and problems 307
  see also ethnicity
Racine, Jean 142
reader expectations 250–1
reader response 20–1, 180
readerly text (lisible) 271–2
reading 27–56
  active reader 30
  advanced strategies 28–56
  affective 44–5
  critical 28–56
  diaries and journals 86
  film and TV 55
  five methods 42–56
  for detail 28, 33–42
  for key concepts 38–9
  for overview 28–33
  frames 33–6
  questioning in 39–40
  SQ3R method and 39–40
realism 157–8
reasoning see deduction; induction
register see stylistics
Remarque, Erich Maria: All Quiet on the Western Front 273
repetition 196–7
  and variation see markers
reports 86
research on the Web 68–75
  see also e-resources; library resources
revenge tragedy 137
revising 109–11
rhetoric 227–39
  Greek and Roman 99
  history of 228
  literature and 228–33
  modern developments 228
  parts of (ethos, logos, pathos) 231
  persuasion and 227–39
  power and 228–33
  rhetoric suspicion of 227–8
rhetorical analysis 236–9
rhyme 186, 196, 197–201
  crossed 200
  end 199
  feminine 198
  initial 199
  internal 199
  masculine 198
  schemes 197–200
  triple 198
  and sound 198
  position of 199–200
Rhys, Jean: The Wide Sargasso Sea 163, 166, 313
rhythm 191
Rich, Adrienne 289, 290, 293
Richardson, Tony: Saturday Night and Sunday Morning 223–4
Robbe-Grillet, Alain 156
Ronsard, Pierre de 127
  Amours 209
Rossetti, Christina 209
  “Cousin Kate” 208
  “Maude Clare” 208
  Monna Innominata 210
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel: “Stratton Water” 208
  The House of Life 210
Rowling, J. K.: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 222
Index 339

RSA (repressive state apparatus) 298
Rudd, Kevin 303
Rushdie, Salman 310
Midnight’s Children 36
Ruskin, John 36
Russian formalism 253–6
founders 254
theories 254–6
Said, Edward: Orientalism 310
sanctification 160
Sandburg, Carl
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